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Mission
It is the Mission of the Onota Township Fire & Rescue Department: To protect and preserve life, property, and 
the environment through emergency planning and response by providing a team of professional, trained 
responders dedicated to the safety and education of the community in a compassionate and ethical manner.

Status of Department
Onota Township covers 96 square miles of rural residential area with a population about 350 year round. This 
number increases to over 400 during the summer months and is on a general up tick each year as more people 
move to the township. These residence deserve and are expecting the best possible emergency services we can 
provide. 

In the last five years Onota Township Fire & Rescue has responded to over 44 incidents within the township. If 
we where to add in the mutual aid responses to out side the town ship this number would be over 50. These 
incidents range from medical calls to multi agency structure fires, water rescue, wildland fire and vehicle 
accidents. 

The department is manned by 6 certified firefighters, 1 scene support personal and 3 EMT’s. With this roster we 
provide 24/7/365 all hazard emergency response. Currently the Onota Township Fire department responds from
a station located on the Onota-Sand Lk road. This station was built in the 1980’s and has been out grown by the 
department for the last 10 years. It currently houses all three of our apparatus. Our primary attack Engine, a 
2001 Pierce with 1250 gpm pump and 1000 gal. Of water. A 1997 Chevy Kodiak 1700 gal. Tanker with 500 gpm 
pump and our Rescue truck. Out Rescue truck is a converted US Military mechanics truck and fits our needs 
pretty well, however, it is blocked from fast response by our Engine. Because our current station has only two 
bay doors, and technically only two bays our Engine must be pulled out before the Rescue can respond then the 
Engine must be put back. With limited staffing and the necessity of quick response this becomes unacceptable! 
Out other to apparatus have vary limited space around them. So little in fact that we must open the bay doors to
perform basic preventative maintenance each month. A fully geared firefighter has difficulty in walking around 
each piece of apparatus because of the small size of each bay, which just barley holds the trucks. It is the hope 
of the Department to get the township to start working on obtaining land for a new station. We need our 
residence to show their support for this, please attend all township meetings and make your support known. 
Thank you.

The department has a four bottle cascade system for filling our SCBA bottles after fires and training, however, 
because of our stations limited space it was installed next to the Engine. This means that to safely use it the 
Engine should not be in the station. There is also no space to work on equipment that requires preventative 
maintenance or repair. This could include, but is not limited to cleaning and sharping our chain saw and axes, 
maintenance on our portable power equipment such as, hydraulic pump and portable pump. 

There is also vary limited space for training and no equipment to support classroom learning. This makes it vary 
difficult to be compliant with MIOSHA Part 74, firefighter training minimum let alone training for specialized 
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incidents like water rescue or vehicle extrication. All of our firefighters also have and maintain current CPR 
training provided by the American Heart Association.  

Non Fire Risk Assessment
The frequency and probabilities of each non-fire risk have been identified during our risk analysis. 

Onota Township Fire & Rescue                                     Frequency                                                Probability                      
Hazardous Materials Releases Rare Possible

Emergency Medical Services All the time Probable

Weapons of Mass Destruction Rare Unlikely

Confined Space Rescue Rare Unlikely

Water Rescue Occasionally Possible

Swift Water Rescue Rare Unlikely

High Angle Rescue Rare Unlikely

Ice Rescue Rare Possible

Extreme Weather Rescue Rare Possible

Automobile Extrication Fairly Often Probable

Trench Rescue Operations Rare Unlikely

Natural Disaster Recovery Rare Possible

Railroad Emergency N/A N/A

Structural Collapse Rare Possible

ATV/UTV Rescue Rare Probable

Standard of coverage
The Onota Township Fire & Rescue Department is a progressive fire and rescue department. The first arriving 
company on scene shall be able to provide safe aggressive fire attack or initiate a specialized rescue evolution. 
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Response Time
The Average response time for Onota Township Fire & Rescue over the last 10 years is 12 minutes and 27 
seconds. However, the response times vary greatly over those 10 years. This is due to the large area covered. 
This number is also higher than previous years because of an increase in call volume. Higher response times are 
also incurred when we have to respond to the far edges of our township, east end along M-28 and down some 
of the back roads from Deerton. Response times for Mutual aid responses was not calculated. 
For the 2018 year, (January 1 to December 31) Onota Township Fire & Rescue responded to 24 total dispatch 
requests with an average response time of 4 minutes from time of page to units on scene. These included fire, 
EMS and rescue responses.

Fires
In 2018 OTFR also responded to three structure fires within the township. All three required mutual aid from 
Au-train and/or Chocolay Fire Departments. Numerous requests for motor vehicle accidents where also made to
the OTRF Department. We are currently not as prepared as we need to be when it comes to traffic incidents and
extrication, with out dated tools and no supporting or stabilizing struts. The department is currently working on 
grants to try and obtained this much needed equipment. 

Staffing Levels
Staffing levels will determine the number of personnel available at an emergency scene. The position 
requirements, training specialties and experience level are considered when determining which personnel are 
assigned to accomplish tasks at an emergency. We have determined that the following types of emergencies 
require a minimum amount of personnel to ensure a safe and effective outcome. 

Structural Response
FUNCTION                                          MINIMUM PERSONNEL REQUIRED
Incident Management 1

Providing Uninterrupted Water Supply 1

Hand Lines

Attack Line 2

Back-up Line 2

Support Personnel for Each hand line *

Search and Rescue 2
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Ventilation 2

Rapid Intervention Team 2

____________________________________________________

Total Staffing 12

Note: Support personnel is considered available on scene personal who can rotate into positions to relieve 
members and maintain good rehab. 
This is the minimum required personal for a structure fire. This means that on all confirmed structure fires 
mutual aid is required. 
For non structure fire incidents the number of personal is considerably less and could possibly be handled by 
our members alone based on how many respond. 

Miscellaneous/ Technical Rescue Situations
The Onota Township Fire & Rescue Department will provide trained personal during non-fire rescue situations. 
Examples of rescues include, extrication, water rescue and search and rescue. These situations are extremely 
specialized in nature, and staffing will be provided in accordance with nationally recognized standards, and are 
outlined in the Onota Fire & Rescue Standard Operating Guidelines. 

To accomplish this and to meet state and NFPA standards for training the Onota Township Fire & Rescue 
Department will be increasing its training and widening its knowledge base. These specialized rescue situations 
also require specialized equipment that the department currently does not have. It also requires work space to 
train on and for storage when not in use. All of these needs can not currently be meet with our present fire 
station and its location. 

Emergency Medical Service
In the year of 2018 Onota Township Fire & Rescue responded to about 20 requests for EMS within the township.
OTFR also provided operational support to the Christmas Moto sports park for several events during the 
summer. This support generated about 5 reports bringing the total to around 25 EMS incidents for 2018. This is 
a significant increase from previous years. OTFR also has renewed its EMS License for 2019 so that we can 
continue to provide the best possible care to our township residence. There where no unanswered requests for 
EMS within our township this past year. 
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Conclusion
 As you can see the department is a bit under staffed, while staffing is not ideal, we can manage any incident 
with in the Township with mutual aid. Considering that all fire departments rely on mutual aid and have staffing 
shortages this does not make OTFR unique. When it comes to the specialized rescue incidents there is a lack of 
equipment and training. Both these items will be addressed and work done to improve the departments 
readiness in the upcoming months and year. With an Instructor 1 within the department the training will be 
fairly ease to accomplish with minimum cost to the department. The equipment, while it will be the largest 
expense, is critical to the success of the department. With out equipment, training really does not mean much. 
Out station is the last and biggest hurdle to improving the departments ability to respond to and mitigate 
emergencies in the Township. Our current station is just not adequate no matter how you look at it. It barely 
holds all our apparatus and leaves no room for training, equipment repairs or maintenance. It also is vary 
inefficient to heat as both bay doors no longer seal against the floor because the floor is sinking! This is also 
creating gaps between the foundation and the walls leading to structural compromise and eventually failure. A 
new station, located on M-28 with a building built to serve the departments growing needs is essential for the 
future of the Township and its residence. 

Report prepared by 
Matthew Hagerty, Captain
01/03/2019


